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Ohio Physical Education Assessments

Standard
1

Demonstrates competency in motor skills and
movement patterns.

Benchmark
A

Combines locomotor and non-locomotor skills
into movement patterns.

Grade Band: 3-5
Overall Task: Performance of a creative movement pattern – in a movement
setting, observe student as he or she individually practices and performs a
sequence of locomotor and non-locomotor movements.
.
Options: Choose one or more of the following options:
1.
Jump Rope
2.

Gymnastics

3.
Dance
*Scoring for the benchmark will be comprised of the average of options
assessed. For example, if only one is assessed that will be the
Benchmark score; if all three are assessed, then it will be the overall
average of the three options.

Option 1: Jump Rope
Skills: Routine should consist of at least five or more movements.
Skills in the routine can include
various difficulties – at least two challenging skills must be present to
score advanced. Student score is based on the performance of skills
within routine. See Standard 1 A Template.
Challenging skills include: footwork, arm action, and combined footwork
and arm action skills.
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Level

Jump Rope - Criteria

Advanced A minimum of five jump rope skills, including at least
3
two challenging jump rope skills (e.g., combined
footwork skills and arm action skills and/or tricks) are
performed correctly in the routine. Routine has
smooth transitions between skills and has an
identifiable beginning and ending points.
Proficient At least three jump rope skills are performed correctly
2
and combined with smooth transitions. Routine has
identifiable beginning and ending points. *Could be
three basic skills or a combination of basic and
challenging (two basic, one challenging)
Limited
1

Jump rope skills are not performed correctly. Routine
lacks smooth transitions or there is not an identifiable
beginning and/or ending point.

Option 2: Gymnastics
Skills: Balances, rolls, travel skills and jumps. The delineation from basic to
advanced skills should be determined by the physical education teacher with
the consideration of level of difficulty (e.g., inverted balancing is much more
challenging than upright balancing). See Standard 1 A Template
Level
Gymnastics - Criteria
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Advanced
3

A minimum of five educational gymnastics skills,
including at least two challenging skills are
performed correctly in the routine. The skills are
combined with smooth transitions and identifiable
beginning and ending points in a routine.

Proficient
2

At least three educational gymnastics skills are
performed with correct technique. The skills are
combined with smooth transitions and identifiable
beginning and ending points in a routine.

Limited
1

Educational gymnastic skills are not performed
with correct technique. The routine lacks smooth
transitions and/or the routine is missing an
identifiable beginning and/or ending point.
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Option 3: Dance
Skills: The delineation from basic to advanced dance movements should
be determined by the physical education teacher with the
consideration of level of difficulty.
Level

Dance - Criteria

Advanced
3

Basic and advanced dance movements are performed
with correct technique in time to a beat or with a
rhythm.

Proficient
2

Basic dance movements are performed with correct
technique in time to a beat or with a rhythm.

Limited
1

Has difficulty demonstrating dance movements with
proper technique or moving in time to a beat or with a
rhythm.

Standard 1 A Template
Routine skills could be selected and filled out by the teacher or student.
Remember, you will need to have at least five skills. If you want to earn
Advanced, at least two skills must be advanced.

Routine

Basic

Advanced

Beginning
1
2
3
4
5
6
End
See excel sheets for data collection.
Level

Average Rating

Advanced

Average score 3.0 – 2.75

Proficient

Average score 2.74 – 1.75

Limited

Average score 1.74 - 0
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Ohio Physical Education Assessments
Standard
1
Benchmark
B

Demonstrates competency in motor skills and movement
patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities.
Apply the critical elements of fundamental manipulative
skills in a variety of physical activities.

Grade Band: 3-5
Overall Task: All skills must be assessed and will then be combined to
identify the student’s overall competency.

Skill and Task: Throwing – Observe multiple repetitions of your
students throwing balls (tennis ball size) overhand
(from approximately 25 feet away) at a target
(approximately 6 feet by 6 feet).

Level

Throwing - Criteria

Advanced
3

Demonstrates correct technique of the overhand
throw. The ball travels with sufficient force and
accuracy to hit the target consistently.

Proficient
2

Demonstrates correct technique of the overhand
throw (side to target, step with opposite foot,
trunk rotation, elbow bend in L-shape at shoulder
level and follow through).

Limited
1

Demonstrates incorrect overhand throwing
technique.
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Skill and Task: Catching with an implement (e.g., glove or scoop) –
Observe multiple repetitions of your
students catching
a thrown ball (baseball or softball size) with an implement.
Level

Catching with an implement - Criteria

Advanced
3

Consistently catches using an implement
thrown from varying heights and locations
(e.g., to the right, left, high, middle, low).

Proficient
2

Catches using an implement with correct
technique (eyes on the ball, moves into line
with the ball, implement presented to the ball,
force absorption) in a practice setting.

Limited
Demonstrates incorrect catching technique
1
when using an implement.
Skill and Task: Striking – Observe multiple repetitions of your students
striking moving balls with implements in practice and game-like situations (e.g.,
softball, badminton, paddle tennis, floor hockey). It is quite possible for the
teacher to have multiple practices/games in progress concurrently, with the
teacher observing and assessing over a broad field of vision.

Level

Striking - Criteria

Advanced Demonstrates correct striking technique with
3
accuracy and control of force to be successful in
game settings.
Proficient Demonstrates correct striking technique (eyes on
2
the ball, bat or stick goes back, step into the
swing, trunk rotation, follow through) with
accuracy and control of force to be successful in
practice settings.
Limited
1

Demonstrates incorrect striking technique.
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Skill and Task: Receive/dribble/pass with the feet –

Observe multiple repetitions of your students in a soccer practice
setting. This can be done in pairs with one student acting as the
“feeder” who rolls the ball to the “performer.” The performer
receives the ball with the foot, dribbles 20-30 feet to a designated
line and then passes the ball to a target (about 10 feet wide) from a
distance of 15-20 feet
Level

Receive/Dribble/Pass with the Feet - Criteria

Advanced
3

Demonstrates correct receiving technique, dribbles
with speed and passes with power and accuracy to the
target.

Proficient
2

Demonstrates correct receiving, dribbling and passing
technique (moves into line with the ball, uses the
receiving foot to steer the ball in the required direction
of dribble, keeps the ball close in the dribble, passes
with the inside or laces of the foot to the target).

Limited
1

Demonstrates incorrect receiving, dribbling and
passing technique.

Skill and Task: Dribbling a basketball, hockey puck or ball
Observe multiple repetitions of your students dribbling to avoid
stationary objects in open space. This can probably be done as a
class activity. Then, observe them dribbling in game or game-like
(competitive drill) situations
Level

Dribbling a Basketball, Hockey Puck or Ball Criteria

Advanced
3

Dribbles with correct technique and control with
both hands while avoiding stationary or moving
objects in a practice situation.

Proficient
2

Dribbles with correct technique (use of
appropriate surfaces, eyes up, ball/puck is kept
under control) while avoiding stationary objects
in practice situations.

Limited
1

Dribbles with incorrect technique and inability
to avoid stationary objects in practice
situations.
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Ohio Physical Education Assessments
Standard
2

Applies knowledge of concepts, principles,
strategies and tactics related to movement
and performance. Applies knowledge of
concepts, principles, strategies and tactics
related to movement and performance.

Benchmark
A

Demonstrates and applies basic tactics and
principles of movement.

Grade Band: 3-5
Skill and Task:
Kicking – Observe multiple repetitions of your
students kicking an age-appropriate moving ball to a target area
(perhaps two cones about 15 feet apart). Ask your students to then roll
the ball forward and kick it while it is still rolling at the target. Then have
students kick from varying distances.
Circle Level

Kicking - Criteria

Advanced
3

Consistently kicks a moving ball to a
target area with good technique and
accuracy from varying distances.

Proficient
2

Consistently kicks a moving ball to a
target area from close range with good
technique (moving in line with the ball,
non-kicking foot close to the ball, kick
through the center of the ball, follow
through to the target).

Limited
1

Has difficulty kicking a moving ball and
demonstrates inaccuracy from close
range.
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Skill and Task:
Dribbling – Observe multiple repetitions of your
students dribbling with hands and feet in general space. Then ask them
to speed up and slow down alternately and to change directions.
Circle Level

Dribbling - Criteria

Advanced
3

Able to dribble under control (and with
correct form) with hands (one-handed) and
feet at different speeds and while executing
change in direction.

Proficient
2

Able to dribble under control with hands or
feet at different speeds (showing the ability
to speed up and slow down when required).

Limited
1

Has difficulty dribbling under control with
hands and feet.

Task: Game performance observation of students playing in smallsided games – Observe students on multiple occasions in game
performance settings. These settings should be small-sided to allow
for student involvement in game play and opportunities for the
teacher to observe students’ performances. Focus specifically on
the level of understanding students show in terms of positioning and
skill selection. Use the criteria below to evaluate student
performance.

Level

Criteria

Component
Observed

Positioning

Consistently selects the
appropriate skills required to
teammates with the perform within the context of
the game (e.g., shoots,
ball.
passes or dribbles when
Moves to defend
appropriate, throws to the
space.
correct base).
Returns to correct
base position for the
game played.

Advanced Consistently:
 Moves to help
3



Advanced
3

Proficient Usually, but not
always:
2




Limited
1

Usually, but not always,
selects the appropriate skills
required to perform within the
Moves to help
teammates with the context of the game (e.g.,
shoots, passes or dribbles
ball.
when appropriate, throws to
Moves to defend
the correct base).
space.
Returns to correct
base position for the
game played.
Rarely selects the
appropriate skills required to
Moves to help
teammates with the perform within the context of
the game (e.g., shoots,
ball.
passes or dribbles when
Moves to defend
appropriate, throws to the
space.
correct base).
Returns to correct
base position for the
game played.

Rarely:
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Decision-Making –
Skill Selection
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Ohio Physical Education Assessments
Standard
2
Benchmark
B

Applies knowledge of concepts, principles,
strategies and tactics related to movement
and performance.
Demonstrates knowledge of critical elements
for more complex motor skills.

Grade Band: 3-5
Task: The teacher would provide a demonstration of a skill (but not
demonstrating advanced technique), so that all students are
observing and analyzing the same performance. Students will then
analyze the following:
1. A list of the performer’s performance strengths. What does the
performer do well?
2. A list of the performer’s performance weaknesses. What can
the performer practice to improve (e.g., the main skills needing
improvement)?
3. A plan to improve performance including drills, cues or activities
to help the performer achieve advanced-level performance of
the skill.
A task sheet, like that on the next page, can be developed for students to
use. To accommodate students with writing difficulties, reports could be
audiotaped or submitted verbally by interview with the teacher.

Level

Criteria

Name:_____________
Task: Watch a sport skill performance (the skill will be one in which
the performer is not advanced and needs to improve). Watch the
performer many times and then complete the worksheet below.
1.
List the performer’s performance strengths. What does he or
she do well?

2.
List the performer’s performance weaknesses, and describe
what he or she can practice to get better (e.g., the main things
needing attention).

3.
Tell the performer what to do to improve. This could be
specific drills to practice, games to play, exercises or cues to
remember how to perform a critical element.

Advanced The report contains an accurate comprehensive list of
3
strengths and weaknesses applying critical elements of
the skill. Provides with specific and appropriate
suggestions regarding how the performer could improve
performance.
Proficient The report lists at least one of the performer’s strengths
2
and weaknesses accurately using critical elements.
Provides an appropriate suggestion to improve
performance.
Limited
1

The report is vague about strengths and weaknesses
and the practice plan does not identify specific elements
of focus. Goals are either not stated or are broad.
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